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Question 3
Evaluation of package B
Loft bed with computer workstation and hanging area
♦

This would be good for Sam because it makes good use of space with the bed above
the work station
+ this will save space as the room may be small
+ this allows Sam to make use of the space which is normally wasted under a bed

♦

This would be good for Sam because the room is unfurnished
+ as Sam is a student so needs somewhere to study
+ as Sam is a student so needs somewhere to sleep
+ as Sam needs somewhere to store clothes

♦

Computer workstation could be useful to Sam as s/he is a student nurse
+ Sam will need somewhere to study
+ it creates a separate area for Sam to study

♦

Hanging space below bed is good for Sam because it saves the need for a wardrobe
for clothes
+ this will save space in Sam’s room
+ students can be messy so this may help to keep room tidier

♦

If Sam (who is a student) does not have a computer, the workstation area will be good
as Sam requires space to study
+ this will be somewhere to keep study materials together so the room is tidy
+ Sam will know where to look for folders when rushing out in the morning

♦

Because this is a loft bed it cannot be used for seating, this may not be convenient for
Sam
+ as Sam will be short of seating if friends visit
+ Sam only has one chair bed to use when friends visit
+ Sam or friends will have to sit on the floor when visiting
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Question 3 (continued)
Wide four drawer chest of drawers
♦

Could be useful to sit TV/video/stereo etc on as Sam may be allowed to take these
items from home
+ Sam would need somewhere to place them if not on a stand
+ may be the right height for Sam to watch programmes

♦

Useful for storing Sam’s clothes because there may be a shortage of storage space
+ this may help Sam to keep the room tidy
+ this may help Sam to organise storage

♦

Useful for storage of miscellaneous items in order to keep the room tidy as there may
be a shortage of storage space
+ Sam may prefer to relax /study in a tidy room
+ Sam will know where to look for things that have been tidied away out of sight

Foam fold out chair bed
♦

This may be good for Sam as it can be used as seating during the day
+ as there is no other seating in the pack
+ the loft bed would be too high/inconvenient for Sam to use as seating

♦

This is good for Sam because it can be used as a guest bed
+ if Sam has a friend to stay overnight

♦

This is good for Sam as it folds up tidily to save space during the day
+ as the room may be small

♦

This may not be good for Sam because it has no space to store bedding
+ so storage space has to be found elsewhere which could be difficult if there is a
lack of storage space

Duvet and pillow pack
♦

C3

Sam will need a duvet and pillow for the bed so this pack is good
+ it will save Sam having to buy them separately, so saving money and time
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Question 3 (continued)
♦

These may not be needed by Sam as Sam may be allowed to take these items from
home
+ Sam would not require these items for personal use but would find them useful for
overnight guests
+ this may give Sam storage problems if Sam already has these items

Plain dyed duvet cover and pillowcase set
♦

This may be good for Sam as Sam is moving into an unfurnished room and may not
have these items which will be required in the room
+ this pack will save the extra expense of buying the items separately
+ it will save Sam time shopping for them

♦

This is good for Sam as they will be required for the duvet and pillow before Sam can
use them
+ this pack saves having to buy them separately which would be expensive
+ it will save Sam time shopping for them

♦

This may be good for Sam because there is a choice of colours
+ it means Sam can choose a colour to suit the décor of the room
+ Sam may be able to choose favourite colours

♦

Sam may not find these items very useful as these items may be taken from home
+ but it could give Sam a change of bedding
+ but Sam may want then for an overnight guest

Twenty piece dinner set
♦

This is good for Sam because there are four of each item
+ there are enough pieces for Sam to invite friends round for a snack/meal
+ Sam is a student who may not wash up straight away

♦

This is good because Sam will require dishes for personal use
+ so this will save having to shop for these items separately

♦

This may not be useful because it may be more than Sam requires
+ and there may be storage problems in the food preparation area
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Question 3 (continued)
Kitchen triple pack
♦

Cordless kettle this will be useful as Sam will be able to make hot drinks etc. in the
room
+ Sam won’t have to shop for one separately so may save money

♦

Two slice toaster this will be useful for making toast for breakfast
+ so Sam can use this to quickly make a snack after college/work
+ Sam won’t have to shop for one separately so may save money

♦

A microwave oven will be useful as it will mean Sam can make quick snacks/meals
to eat
+ Sam could buy microwave meals to heat after a busy day
+ this may let Sam cook quick meals to save time for study

♦

All of these could be useful as Sam may not have any of these items
+ so would save Sam buying them separately and save money
+ Sam won’t have to shop for them separately so may save time shopping

♦

These items may not be required as family/friends may give Sam these items as
presents
+ Sam may have storage problems if they are not being used
+ Sam may be able to give/sell these to student friends who want them

Next day delivery
♦

This is good if moving into the room quickly as Sam will not have to wait long for
the items
+ Sam will be able to live/feed/sleep there straight away

♦

This is good because it saves several trips to collect all the items
+ as Sam would not manage to carry everything

♦

Next day delivery is good because Sam will not have to organise transport
+ which could be expensive/will save Sam extra expense
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Question 3 (continued)
Self assembly packs
♦

This may or may not be good because D.I.Y. skills will be required to make up the
bed and chest
+ because Sam and/or friends will have to make up the bed and chest
+ Sam may not have the tools for assembling the furniture
+ Sam may not have time to work out how to put things together

♦

This may not be good as instructions may be difficult to follow
+ therefore Sam and friends could have problems making up the items

1 mark for each of four evaluative statements describing the usefulness of the items in the
package to Sam
+ 1 mark for each of four explanations identifying a consequence for Sam

TOTAL: 8 marks
(c)

Benefit to health of eating oily fish

♦

Oily fish are rich in essential fatty acid (omega 3 fatty acids)
+ will help prevent coronary heart disease
+ will help prevent strokes/thrombosis
+ stops blood (platelets) from becoming sticky / forming clots

♦

Contributes to Vitamin D intake
+ helps absorption of calcium in the body to prevent rickets
+ helps absorption of calcium in the body to prevent osteoporosis

♦

Contributes to protein requirements
+ so that growth is not stunted or repair hindered

1 mark for identifying a correct nutrient in oily fish
1 mark for explaining the benefit to health

TOTAL: 4 marks
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